S1R6PTFITCHI
S1R6PTFIT

NOTES:

1. S1R6PT SUB-PLATE SUPPLIED WITH PRE WIRED , MOLDED , FOUR POSITION 20A, 125V BLACK RECEPTACLES.

2. FOLLOW MANUFACTURERS DIRECTIONS AND GUIDELINES FOR THE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING OF THE POKE THRU AND ALL OF THE ASSOCIATED COMPONENTS.

3. FOR CAT NO. ENDS WITH FITCHI MEANS JUNCTION BOX IS NOT INCLUDED.
The design and dimensions of the product shown on this drawing are subject to change without notice.

Title: 6" recessed poke-through

Catalog number: S1R6PTFITCHI

Left 60% sub-plates
Right 40% sub-plates
Left 50% sub-plates
Right 50% sub-plates

60/40 device plate combination
50/50 device plate combination

Tolerances unless otherwise specified:
- .XX = ± .01
- .XXX = ± .005
- Angles = ± 2

Legend:
- AL = Aluminum flange with cover
- BL = Black flange with cover
- BRS = Brass flange with cover
- GY = Gray flange with cover

Note: All poke-thru devices on this page are available in the following cover color options as indicated by the catalog numbers. AL - Aluminum flange with cover, BL - Black flange with cover, BRS - Brass flange with cover, GY - Gray flange with cover.
THE DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS OF THE PRODUCT SHOWN ON THIS DRAWING ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

\( \pm 0.01 \)

\( \pm 0.005 \)

ANGLES = \( \pm 2^\circ \)
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LEFT 50% SUB PLATES

LEFT 60% SUB-PLATES

RIGHT 40% SUB-PLATES
THE DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS OF THE PRODUCT SHOWN ON THIS DRAWING ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

XX = ± .01
XXX = ± .005
ANGLES = ± 2
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NOTES:

1. * POKE-THRU DEVICES ON THIS PAGE ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COVER COLOR OPTIONS AS INDICATED BY THE CATALOG NUMBERS. AL - ALUMINUM FLANGE WITH COVER, BL - BLACK FLANGE WITH COVER, BRS - BRASS FLANGE WITH COVER, GY - GRAY FLANGE WITH COVER.

2. SUB-PLATES CANNOT BE ROTATED TO CREATE ADDITIONAL LAYOUTS.

3. CUSTOM PLATES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST AND MAY BE SUBJECT TO MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY.

FRPT ASSEMBLY 6 INCH SUBPLATE REQUIRED FOR ALL APPLICATIONS, SOLD SEPARATELY

S1R6SPG  S1R6SPH  S1R6SPI  S1R6SPJ  S1R6SPK

RIGHT 50% SUB PLATES
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